CERTIFIED RECORD OF LAND CORNER MONUMENTATION

History of original corner establishment:

Found G.L.O. Brasscap at corner with 3/4" aluminum pipe 0.5 NW 1' above ground.
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From which:
8" Alder N 80° E 18 lks
"X" & "BT" visible
I mkt: "T5S R 10 W
c S 32 BT"
8" Spruce N 27° W 18 lks
scribe scar visible
36" Rotted Spruce stump N 20° W
6 lks.
"W BT" visible (original BT)

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner:

I retagged these trees & set 6' steel posts with boundary signs 3' NE & 3' E.

Witnessed: E Tatro
B Jones

Set this 30th day of May 1973.
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